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Education leaders around the world are asking the same questions, “How can I make learning more accessible and relevant, engage the natural desire of students to learn, and prepare them for a successful future?”

**Anytime, Anywhere**

**Learning for All**

Microsoft recognizes that the future requires a workforce with the appropriate skills and knowledge. Today, we offer products and programs that are designed to spark the imagination of students and teachers. Our goal is to help young people enter the workforce with the skills that make innovation possible. That’s why we work in close partnership with governments and Education Institutions around the world to train and inspire the next generation of innovative thinkers.

Enrollment for Education Solutions Agreement

Microsoft Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES) Agreement provides simple yet flexible volume-based pricing that is designed to reduce the costs of acquiring, upgrading, maintaining, and managing Microsoft software for multiple computers. It is a subscription-based licensing program, based upon the number of full time equivalent employees.

For more information please refer to your Microsoft Account Manager.

Join the IT Academy Program to engage students with innovative courses and learning tools and offer them the technical courses that will prepare them for IT careers after graduation. Educators and other staff members have the opportunity to improve their own knowledge base with complimentary resources and online courses, plus discounted software and certifications.


Live@edu offers:

- **Communication Services**: Free, hosted email and calendaring with a 10 GB inbox and instant messaging through Outlook Live
- **Collaboration Services**: Ability to access, share and collaborate through SkyDrive, with 25 GB of free online storage space
- **Productivity Services**: Create, view, edit, and share Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote files online with SkyDrive

www.microsoft.com/Education
DreamSpark  Every student, educator, and lab can take advantage of DreamSpark products for developers and designers, campus-wide or direct to you. DreamSpark Premium is only for qualified higher-education science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) departments. Users can Download more than 25 Programs and Take up to 90 days Training online.  

www.dreamspark.com

Microsoft Digital Literacy  A set of guides to teach and assess basic computer concepts and skills so that people can use computer technology in everyday life to develop new social and economic opportunities for themselves, their families and their countries.  

www.microsoft.com/digitalliteracy

Microsoft Partners in Learning
Through Microsoft Partners in Learning, Educators and Future teachers from Faculty of Education will connect, collaborate, create and share through: Through this network they will be connected with like-minded educators like never before, engaging in collaboration. The goal is to change learning and raising achievement for 21st century learners. This will be done through:

- **Building Capacity**
  We offer professional development, training and support for educators to integrate ICT in Education.

- **Growing Learning Communities**
  Through Communities on PIL-Network [www.pil-network.com](http://www.pil-network.com)  
  Tutorials – Communities – Activities

- **Expanding Teaching and Learning**
  We offer Microsoft Learning Suite. What is the Learning Suite? The Microsoft Learning Suite is a set of innovative teacher tools and applications that—when combined with the power of Microsoft Office and Windows®—create a robust, creative and collaborative learning environment for students and educators.
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**Microsoft Faculty Connection**: Faculty connection is a centralized location where faculty can share resources, get software and tools, News, Labs and Curriculums. Learn about how to incorporate different and new technologies into their curriculum such as C#, Cloud Computing and others …

- **Resource Center**
  - Your source for curriculum resources and tools to help with your teaching needs. Visit the Resource Center to search for additional material and other educational content.
  - You can also check:
    - Software and Tools
    - Resource Kits
    - Video Resource Center
    - Articles
    - Events
    - Share Content


**Microsoft Student Partners: MSP** Program recognizes top young minds from around the world that are passionate about technology. It’s a once in a lifetime opportunity to develop real-world skills to help you succeed in your future career, to help others learn about the technology of today and tomorrow, and to connect with other like-minded students, all whilst having a ton of fun along the way. The program is our way of encouraging students who are interested in building a closer relationship with Microsoft, and those who are simply hooked on technology, to develop their skills further.

- MSP’s are social able, friendly and approachable individuals who like to meet new people. You will require the ability work as a team as well as use your own initiative.
- MSP’s are innovative and creative students who are extremely passionate about technology and ready to help and support their colleagues.

  [http://mspegypt.wordpress.com/](http://mspegypt.wordpress.com/)

**Imagine Cup** is The World’s Premier Student Technology Competition. Imagine Cup is an exciting way for students to use their knowledge of science and technology and their skills in problem solving, collaboration, and communications. Students from around the world can apply their creativity, imagination, and brainpower to developing innovations that address real-world problems

  [www.imaginecraft.com](http://www.imaginecraft.com)

A group of like-minded persons that are geographically close (same campus, same university, same city) they have Passion/interest for new technologies, Readiness for knowledge sharing and Expanding of social sphere

  It is a Good place for communication and getting new knowledge for Students.

  Please Contact your MSP or email

  [Egypt@studentpartner.com](mailto:Egypt@studentpartner.com)

[www.microsoft.com/Education](http://www.microsoft.com/Education)
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Shape the Future: Shape the Future is a program aimed at helping governments invest in education technology to create jobs, drive economic growth and increase competitiveness. In the past 3 years, we have helped 42 countries bring technology access to over 6 million students, educators and families. Join the movement.

Shape the Future helps governments to imagine and attain universal technology access for all their citizens. We help build the Public/Private Partnerships that lead to greater employability, economic recovery and a better future.


MasrWorks is an online employability learning center that provides the guidance and resources which students and recent graduates need, to determine a career plan. MasrWorks also supplies the tools to develop the skills and resources required to reach your goals. Create a career plan based on your skills and interests, then use helpful job application tools to make your plans a reality.

Masrworks.com

Are you a graduating student looking for an internship or a job in the IT field? Welcome to Microsoft Students to Business, a community initiative connecting Microsoft, Microsoft Partners and Customers, with technology students from leading universities and colleges.

http://s2bprogram.com/nea

University Associations Program will focus on supporting university associations which promote employability and skills development across public sector universities in Egypt. The project will provide comprehensive capacity building of the participating associations in areas such as ICT, basic business, entrepreneurship, and fundraising training. These Microsoft “partner” associations will in turn commit to train and develop the skills of the students they serve in their universities to improve their employability prospects.

How? Microsoft will identify and provide a “Train the Trainer” to five high-potential student associations in a limited number of public universities across Egypt as a pilot. The aim is to enable them to develop the employability of the student communities they serve through organizing career fairs and utilizing career guidance resources.

Musharaka The purpose of the project is to strengthen the services and performance of Egyptian NGOs by leveraging the spirit of Arab youth evoked by revolutions across the Arab world. This initiative will be the first of its kind to run in the region at universities, giving students, particularly with IT backgrounds, the opportunity to gain work experience with NGOs and CSOs. The innovative aspect of this training program lies in the creation of a space for university students to actively support NGO and CSO activities and help them improve their work through technology.

How? Microsoft will provide a “Train the Trainer” to IT student talent and through a stipend support the placement of 100 students to two-month internships within NGOs and CSOs.

www.microsoft.com/Education
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Microsoft Research Advanced Technology Lab in Cairo

- Research collaborations with Academic Partners from Egyptian Universities:
  - The collaborative Translation Consortium (Alexandria, Port Said, Nile Universities and ATLC)
  - Activity Detection in Videos (Nile University and ATLC)

- Graduation Project Sponsorship Program
ATLC has created a new Program for students in their final year in engineering, computer science, or a related field. The program includes financial compensation and mentoring for selected projects across the Egyptian Universities.

- Summer Internship Program
The Summer Internship Program at ATLC encourages a new generation of highly qualified students to pursue a career in research and development. Our internship program is designed to give undergraduates experience working on real projects alongside full-time employees.

Microsoft Egypt Education Team

- **Amir Montassir**
  - Education Sector Lead
  - Email: amirmont@microsoft.com
  - Mobile: 01001231213

- **Sameh Abdel Fatah**
  - Higher Education Account Manager
  - Email: samehf@microsoft.com
  - Mobile: 01001373373

- **Noha Labib**
  - Academic Program Manager
  - Email: nohal@microsoft.com
  - Mobile: 01223251009

- **Ghada Khalifa**
  - Citizenship Lead
  - Email: ghadak@microsoft.com
  - Mobile: 01112042221

- **Judy Hassan**
  - Account Technology Strategist
  - Email: jhassan@microsoft.com
  - Mobile: 01001633034

- **Ahmed Moussa**
  - Education Account Manager
  - Email: a-amouss@microsoft.com
  - Mobile: 01005259106

- **Ahmed Abdelhameed**
  - Developer & Platform Evangelist
  - Email: ahabou@microsoft.com
  - Mobile: 01276046080

- **Mustafa Abuali**
  - Microsoft Education Technical Advisor
  - Email: v-muali@microsoft.com
  - Mobile: 01003030558

- **Ola Elwan**
  - Operations Manager @ ATLC
  - Email: v-olael@microsoft.com
  - Office: +20 2 35395904